The article shows a progress in researches on Polish parliamentarism in the period of the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth. The literature on the old Polish Sejm is currently very extensive. On the basis of archival printed and manuscript sources (especially Sejm's diaries), the authors prepared monographs of individual parliaments, then the synthesis of longer periods in the history of the parliament, and finally they became interested in particular problems of the parliamentary system. The main examples of the research directions are indicated. In the conclusion, the author suggested, that it would be appropriate to examine specific issues such as the nature of the parliamentary mandate, because to this day, views from the 19 th century are reiterated in historical literature.
Parliamentary system means that the highest of all central authorities is the parliament. In the old Polish Republic (16 th -18 th centuries) this sovereign institution was an authority named General Sejm. The first problem which the researchers have been interested in was a date of its beginnings. In the 19 th century some historians claimed that the Polish parliament was created in 1468. Nonetheless, in the historical literature, especially after the World War II, the opinions of historians who located the beginnings of the Sejm in year 1493 became accepted. Recently, Wacław Uruszczak has returned to the older views and provided a source material supporting an earlier date. 1 The General Sejm consisted of three parts (estates): deputies elected by noblemen, senators nominated by the king and a monarch himself who was elected through free election (in Latin: viritim) by noblemen. But in fact two chambers only were functioning, because the king took part in the activities of the Senate -he was its chairman, although current sessions were conducted by the Grand Marshal or the Marshal of the Court. The entire three-estate parliament was an image of the republic (in Latin: res publica), a reflection of the Commonwealth.
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This old Polish parliament, its competences and importance were changing throughout the centuries. Firstly, the most significant role belonged to a king, but in the middle of the 16 th century a balance between a monarch with the Royal Council (named a Senate) and the deputies from local assemblies was established. At that time the mass of nobles struggled for the growth of importance of the Chamber of Deputies. This situation remained unchanged until the end of the reign of Sigismund III Vasa. After his death the influence of the king and the senators was of lesser importance, while deputies had a stronger position, especially from 1652, when the representative Władysław Siciński submitted the first individual effective objection (in Latin: veto) against the prolongation of the General Sejm. We should stress that his was a legal action, because from 1633 a protraction of the Sejm sessions was banned by law.
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The parliament changed from an area of the public common agreement (in Latin: communis consensus) to a place of never-ending quarrels. It was caused by a lot of reasons, e.g. wars in which the First Republic was involved although the noblemen did not want them, a decreasing economy, and huge differences inside the noblemen estate. Some of the nobles were affluent, others were getting poorer. The richest of them became oligarchs, who had landed estates like small states with their own armed forces. Their financial resources were bigger than the entire state budget. They were going to change the old political system from the almost direct democracy to the indirect democracy, or in fact, oligarchy. Meanwhile, kings planned to change the electing republic / monarchy to a hereditary state. 4 The Chamber of Deputies considered it its major task not to change the old political system since the believed it to be the best government ever introduced. The General Sejm stopped to adopt new laws, but focused on controlling the actions of the king. From this moment the old Polish parliament became primarily a controlling authority, not a legislative organ.
The struggle for a dominant position among the groups involved in the Sejm proceedings ended in a dramatic way, although at a certain moment a remedy for the ineffectiveness of parliamentary sessions seemed to be found. The point is that in the course of the second part of the 18 th century the Sejms began to be convened under the slogan of confederation. The confederated Sejms could not be disrupted by liberum veto therefore they were capable of passing effective legislation. Thanks to this device also the so called Four-Year Sejm (1788-1792) could introduce a fundamental constitutional reform by adopting a new Constitution on 3 rd May 1791. This constitution created a modern parliamentary monarchy with the separation of powers and with ministers who countersigned all executive acts of the monarch, thereby taking on themselves the responsibility for him. It was also the Constitution which introduced political responsibility of government to parliament through vote of no confidence. Therefore the king could form the government only out of the party which had a command of parliamentary majority.
After the loss of independence at the end of the 18 th century the Polish historians assessed the old constitutional system in a very negative way. The historical literature Early Modern Polish 5 The General Sejm was described as an institution which was the cause of anarchy. Owing to this French publication it was commonly believed that the Polish parliament was organized in a very bad way. But we have to notice that many of the 19 th century historians and other individuals interested in Polish history, published many archival sources: e.g. parliament diaries, which proved to be useful to those, who continued the research on this subject.
Directions of interest in the old Polish parliament history changed in the positive way in the period of the Polish People's Republic, although communist authorities promoted aversion to the old Polish past. At that time many fairly interesting monographs about parliamentary system in the First Republic, (listed below in an alphabetical order) were published (apart from extensive literature about the local assemblies).
Byliński Janusz, While considering the scarcity of historical archival sources like the Sejm diaries, public letters and other documents, we should emphasize the significance of W. Uruszczak's publication. It is worthwhile to note that the researchers were particularly involved in the history of parliamentarism of the Vasa's reign. In this period there were many more of the aforementioned sources which have survived until our time.
At the time in various academic centres there were created historical schools gathered around the famous researchers. We can distinguish the centre in Wrocław and Opole, associated with Władysław Czapliński.
I think that a special interest of the entire academic community in the old Polish parliamentarism was due to the 500 th anniversary of creating the General Sejm in 1493. At that time, firstly, there appeared a very important publication about old Polish parliament:
Dzieje Sejmu Polskiego, edited by Juliusz Bardach, Warszawa 1993. And, secondly, researchers, both historians and historians of the Polish law, tried to diagnose the state of research on Polish parliamentarism. In 1993 Stanisław Grodziski published an article on this problem in the periodical entitled "Przegląd Sejmowy". Two years later Juliusz Bardach and Wanda Sudnik did the same by publishing some texts of Polish historians and historians of law concerned with the bibliography of the old Polish parliamentarism. The texts discussed the results of the previous research and put forward some proposals for the future. It is worthy of note that the journal named "Przegląd Sejmowy" ("The Sejm Review") was created with regard to the anniversary of the beginning of the Sejm. Maria Kruk, the authoress of the article on the 20 th anniversary of this periodical emphasized that point, the periodical being published until the present.
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Stanisław Grodziski described the efforts of a lot of researchers who tried to present the history of old Polish parliamentarism.
7 At this time, coming back to our initial considerations, it was thought that Polish Sejm began in 1493. This problem was discussed in two articles by Antoni Gąsiorowski and Wacław Uruszczak published in the above-Early Modern Polish 
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8 Both scholars were asked to do the research into the precise date of the beginning of the Sejm in 1493. And both of them individually reached a conclusion that the Sejm in 1493 was created on January 28 th . In turn, the book about the Polish parliamentarism as presented in the historiography consists of articles concerning the literature of particular, separated periods of the functioning of the Sejm in the past. Juliusz Bardach described the effects of research on the beginnings of this organ. He claimed that previous literature, both on the Polish Sejm but also the comparative works referring to it, was fairly useful but insufficient, and that the most important thing is to write syntheses of the history of the Polish Sejm 9 . Wacław Uruszczak in his turn, stressed a large role played by publishing historical sources: diaries, constitutions as legal acts approved by the General Sejm and other written pieces of evidence of the plenteous parliament life. 10 Another author -Stefania Ochmann-Staniszewska -described the historiography of the times of the reign of king Jan Kazimierz. She noticed there was a lack of monographies concerning this period. 11 The next period to the end of the 17 th century was presented by Krystyn Matwijowski in his article about parliamentarism under the reign of Michał Korybut Wiśniowiecki and Jan III Sobieski. Although more works about the times of the last Polish monarchs of the 17 th century were published, yet also the earlier period required monographic research. 12 Interestingly, nobody wrote about the first half of 18 th century in the discussed publication. This academic discussion was very effective and fruitful. After the aforementioned anniversary had been celebrated, for a few years there were published numerous monographs on individual Sejms and local assemblies or on sequences of these local conventions.
In the first ten years of the 21 st century many books or minor works on this subject were published. The attempt of creating a whole bibliography was made by Edward Mierzwa in the journal "Teki Sejmowe" ("The Sejm's Folders") in which, in the first volume, a few researchers published their articles about the state of research and put forward the research postulates. At that time there were published numerous monographs of individual Sejms, like (in alphabetical order):
Chmielowska At the early 21 st century the Jagiellonian University organized a project of major significance -the 56 th Conference of the International Commission for the History of Representative and Parliamentary Institutions, which was held in Cracow and Radom (5-8 September, 2005). Its theme was "Separation of powers and parliamentarism. The past and the present: law, doctrine and practice". During that conference the historians from all over the world presented results of their research into Poland's parliamentary system. The General Sejm and the local assemblies of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were the subject of a lot of articles, which explored their history from the beginnings of parliament (the enactment of the Nihil novi statute) through the functioning of this agency until its decline and fall. 13 This conference demonstrated that the interest in Polish parliamentarism was unabating. It was also the last project, in which Professor Stanisław Płaza, who died six months later, took part. Works the aim of which was to create a bibliography of the old Polish parliamentarism were still being undertaken. Now, we can see the last big project of the parliamentary system bibliography, namely, Bibliography of the parliamentary system of the Nobles' Republic, published in Poznań, 2012 by Robert Kołodziej and Michał Zwierzykowski.
This work is a collection of 2751 publications, consisting of books, articles, reviews and source books concerning General Sejm as well as local assemblies.
Lately, on that basis, one of the authors, Robert Kołodziej, has published the article enti- In recent times, in historical literature there have appeared many more texts about the Sejm procedure, the legislative process, not about the political relationships and the individual Sejm deputies and Sejm marshals. I think, it is a field on which there is still much to be done. R. Kołodziej claims that the publications concerning parliamentary procedure and constitutional matters are very different and because of this they are too difficult to compare. I think that the type of authors is the reason of it; the publications about Polish parliamentarism are prepared by historians and historians of law. This is the cause of difference because the two groups use different workshops. But, Robert Kołodziej tries to reconcile these two styles in his new book entitled: "Ostatni wolności naszej klejnot": Sejm Rzeczypospolitej za panowania Jana III Sobieskiego, Poznań 2014 ("The last jewel of our freedom": Sejm of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth during the reign of Jan III Sobieski).
The article of R. Kołodziej does not mention another problem, namely the necessity to compare parliaments operating in different European time in the same era. This was the postulate put forth by Joanna Choińska-Mika some time ago. She noticed the need to 
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19 This kind of research should be also made in the Polish world of learning. It seems that we should analyze historical sources which were used in publications written a long time ago. The opinions formed by the present-day researchers sometimes considerably depart from those produced by their predecessors.
The need to re-analyze the archival historical sources is closely related to the necessity of editing parliamentary documents in a new way; by digitization and publication online, on the Internet, especially the parliamentary diaries in German. In the past there was launched the project of digitizing the legal acts of the king's Chancery named "Metryka Koronna" ("Crown Metrica"). We have a limited access to the analogous "Lithuanian Metrica". The last edition of the Sejm diary in the paper form are Diariusze sejmu koronacyjnego Zygmunta III Wazy 1587/1588 roku prepared by Irena Kaniewska in 2016.
We cannot forget about the new edition of the old Polish parliamentary legislative achievements in the form of Volumina Constitutionum: up to the present time there have been published four volumes from the Sejm's beginnings to 1658 (part 1). Those who have been engaged in publishing them were: Stanisław Grodziski, Wacław Uruszczak, deceased Irena Dwornicka, Marcin Kwiecień, Anna Karabowicz and Krzysztof Fokt.
In general, the last years have produced a great deal of highly diverse research in the discussed field. Apart from monographs of individual Sejms and local assemblies, which represent the time-honoured historical research, we have also seen a number of more broadly-based studies which explore the functioning of the parliamentary system during one reign or a sequence of reigns of one dynasty. They have been complemented by more detailed studies focused on the individual careers of deputies and senators and their parliamentary work. More recently, there has been a marked growth of interest in issues of law-making and parliamentary procedure.
The author of the above considerations think that currently the research on the Sejm as a public-law institution and the most important part of a political system would be extremely useful. The analysis of institutional relations between the Sejm and the local assemblies as a parliamentary system should be considered important. In addition, from this angle, it would be appropriate to examine specific issues such as the nature of the parliamentary mandate, because to this day, views from the 19 th century are reiterated in historical literature.
